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Samani Charitra Prajna Awarded with
Life time Achievement Award
n 20th December 2014, Samani Charitra Prajna, vice-chancellor
of JVBI has been awarded with Life time Achievement Award by
Confederation of Indian Universities (Bharatiya Vishva Vidyalay Parisangh)
on auspicious occasion of United Nations International Day of Human
Solidarity at India International Centre in Delhi. Her name was selected for this
honour by the Awards and Appreciation cum Search committee for her
contribution to human values.
The event was graced by Governor of Gujarat O.P. Kohli. He as a keynote
speaker highlighted the rich history of Gujarat followed by the launching of the book
"Gujarat: Atita Vartaman and Bhavishya". His highness Kohliji congratulated all the
awardees who are going to receive various kinds of awards on this pious occasion.
Samani Charitra Pragya presenting her views on Value education said that real
development of man is the development of values. She said "Today we need to put adjective
before man as a good man because man did not remain a man. He has lost his humanity. Man
has become self - centred and this self-centred consciousness gave birth to many evils in the
society". She highlighted the problem of violence, terrorism, child labour, unemployment etc.
and emphasised the significance of value education as the solution of all these problems.
She said that according to Acharya Mahashraman integrated development consist
of materialistic
economic, moral and spiritual development. Without morality and
spirituality one can have outer growth but cannot build a peaceful society.
Motivating the audience present in the event she said "there is need to develop a
peaceful harmonious society. It is our responsibility to protect the rich heritage of Great
India and for that it is crucial to teach human values to society and awaken the humanity
which is now in dormant state or almost lost from human behaviour. And it is only possible
through training the human mind."
She paid her gratitude to Chancellor Priyaranjan Trivedi for recognizing the work
done by Jain Vishva Bharati Institute in the direction of human values and science of living.
President of CIU (Confederation of Indian Universities) said, Samani Charitra Prajna is
the one who really deserve to be vice chancellor. He paid gratitude towards samaniji and
promised to visit JVBI.
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